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We review recent experiments on entanglement, Bell's inequality !and decoherence- 
free subspaces in a quantum register oftrapped gBe+ ions. We have demonstrated 
entanglement of up to four ions using the techniq_ue of Mdlmer and SOrensen 
'. This method produces the state (1t-T) + lJJ))/d2 for twc ions and the state 
(i?JJ.l) + #ttT))/v'3 for four ions. We generate the entanglement determinist.ically 
in each shot of the experiment. Measurements on the tv.c-ion entangled state 
violates Bell's inequality at the 8u level '. Because of the high detector efficiency 
of our apparatus, this experiment closes the detector loophole for Bell's inequality 
measurements for the first time. This measurement is also the first violation of 
Bell's inequality by massive particles that does not implicitly assume results from 
quantum mechanics. Finally, we have demonstrated reversible encoding of an 
arbitrary qubit, originally contained in one ion, into a decoherence-free subspace 
(DFS) of tvm ions '. The  DFS-encoded qubit resists applied collective dephasing 
noise and retains coherence under ambient conditions 3.6 times longer than does an 
unencoded qubit. The  encoding method, which uses single-ion gates and the tuo- 
ion entangling gate. demonstrates all the elements required for t mu-qubit universal 
quantum logic. 

1 Introduction 

Trapped ions are a promising candidate system for implementing quantum computing (QC), 
with potential applications like efficient factorization of large numbers and efficient search- 
ing of large databases 6. While large-scale QC is still far off, trapped-ion quantum registers 
have already demonstrated all the essential ingredients of QC, including initialization to a 
known quantum state 7,8 l o ,  efficient detection of final states 3,10,  long qubit coherence times 

, and a universal set of quantum logic gates 1~10~1*~15. Recent work on trapped-ion 
QC at NIST has used this basic set of tools to produce four-particle entanglement ', observe 
violation of Bell's inequality 3 ,  and encode quantum information into a decoherence-free 
subspace 4 .  

In the experiments described below, the qubits are electronic states of 'Be' ions held 
in a linear RF trap The relevant electronic energy 
levels of the 'Ber ion are shown in Fig. 1. Each ion encodes one qubit in its 'Sl , ,_lF = 
21mF = - 2 )  and 2 S 1 / 2 / F  = l , m F  = -1) hyperfine sublevels, denoted by 1.1) and It). 

The ions are readily initialized in 1-1) by optical pumping. We detect the 
number of ions in state 14, by applying left circularly polarized laser light t o  excite the 1-1) 
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Figure 1. Partial level diagram of the 'Bet ion, showing the cycling transition for u- resonant light and the 
t uo-photon off-resonant coupling for Raman transitions. Wavelengths for all transitions are approximately 
313 nm. 

- 'P312 transition at  about 313 nm. The polarization of the light ensures excitation to  the 
'P3p1F = 3 , m ~  = -3) hyperfine sublevel, which can only decay to the 1-1) sublevel by 
dipole selection rules. Thus an ion in state IJ) can scatter thousands of photons without 
changing its hyperfine state. On the other hand, state i f )  is spectrally resolved from 1-1) by 
the hyperfine splitting of 1.25 GHz and therefore scatters very little light. The resulting 
detection accuracy per ion is about 98% in a single shot of the experiment. 

We produce controlled rotations of a single qubit by driving stimulated Raman transi- 
tions between states IT) and 1-1). The laser beams driving the transitions are tuned about 
midway between the 2P3;2 and 2P,/z states. If the frequency difference I/dlff between the 
Raman laser beams is equal to the energy splitting u0 between states IT) and Id), we observe 
Rabi flopping between IT) and 14) corresponding t o  the evolution 

Here B is proportional to the Raman pulse duration and 0 is the phase difference between 
the Raman beams at the position of the ion, referred to  as the "ion phase". For t x i o  ions, 
we write the ion phases as 01. d2. Vc-e can effect common-mode changes of p1 and & by 
changing the phase of the RF synthesizer that controls the Raman difference frequency. By 
changing the strength of the trap. u-e can control the ion spacing precisely. allowing us to 
make differential changes to 6 1  and 02. These t w techniques combined allow us t o  control 
01 and 02 independently for t MO ions. SO that we can perform single-qubit rotations on one 
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ion without affecting the other ‘. 
The potential created by the ion trap is harmonic with axial frequency vChI of about 

5 MHz. Doppler cooling allows us to  cool the ions to temperatures T - h ~ , - . \ ~ , / k ~ .  The 
Doppler-cooled ions are strongly coupled by the Coulomb interaction and form a rigid 
crystal. which in these experiments is a string of ions lying along the trap axis. Because 
the ions are strongly coupled. their quantized motion is best described in terms of normal 
modes with frequencies v,. For tuo  ions, for instance. the motion of the ions along the 
asis decomposes into symmetric and antisymmetric normal modes at  frequencies vcLI and 
d3vcb1. The lowest-lying normal mode for any number of ions is the center-of-mass mode 
at frequency vch1. In this mode the ion string moves as a unit. 

We can control the motional quantum state of the ions by driving stimulated Raman 
transitions that couple spin and motion. In our geometry, the wavevector difference between 
Raman beams lies along the asis of the ion trap, so the Raman beams exert a dipole force 
only along the asis. Setting Vd,ff equal t o  vo + mu, ( m  an integer) induces Rabi flopping 
between states I./,)la) and i?)ln + m) with evolution like that of Eq. (1). Here In) denotes 
the nth Fock state of the i th normal mode. In particular, we can cool the ions by driving 
a pulse with = 7r at L/dlff = vo - v, (the “red sideband”) and optically pumping from IT) 
back to 1.1). Repeating the cycle several times permits preparation of the ion string in its 
motional ground state 7 1 s .  

2 Generating Entanglement 

We have entangled strings of up to  four ions using the technique proposed by Sarensen 
and Molmer ’. In this method. one drives t uo Raman transitions simultaneously, with 
the same Rabi frequency on all ions. Fig. 2 shows an energy-level diagram including the 
relevant transitions. The detuning (r ensures that population transfer between motional 
states is nonresonant and therefore small. However, the sum of the t uo Raman transition 
frequencies is ZvTi, so that for any pair of ions the process 14-1) +- IT?) is resonant. For ili 
ions initially in IJ), the resulting evolution produces the state 

both of which are maximally entangled states. 
To implenlent this technique, we pass one of the Raman beams through an electro- 

optic modulator (EOhiI) to generate the t uo required Raman difference frequencies and 
uniformly illuminate the ion string with both Raman beams. For t w) ions, we tune the 
Raman difference frequencies close to  the motional sidebands of the antisymmetric mode; 
for four ions, we use the mode with frequency vm U C M .  In both cases. the mode we 
choose has equal amplitudes of motion for all ions, so that the Raman Rdbi frequencies for 
all ions are the same under uniform illumination. 

In general. the state produced by this method is characterized by some density matrix p 
that approxinlates the desired state Ide\. To show entanglement of the experimental state 

it is sufficient to show that the fidelity F = (w,Ip/we) exceeds 112 ’. We have 
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Figure 2. Level diagram for the Smrensen-Mmlmer entangling gate in the case of t w ions. Here, as opposed 
to Fig Raman transitions near both red and blue 
sidebands are applied simultaneously to  create the state (I&) + lTT))/&. 

1, arrows indicate tw-photon Raman transitions. 

MJe measure the diagonal density matrix elements p ~ . . . i , ; . . . ~ ,  pt , , , t , t . , . t  by detecting the 
number of ions in 1-1). To find the far-off-diagonal coherence I p ~ . . . ~ t . , . f l ,  we rotate all ions 
together as in Eq. (1) with B = ~ / 2  and with phases 4' = 4 relative to the entangling pulse. 
Then we measure the parity 1I of the ion string, defined as fl for an even number of ions 
in IJ), -1 for an odd number in 1-1). It is easy to show that 

for iV ions, if all other off-diagonal coherences are absent. Sweeping the phase of the RF 
synthesizer that generates the Raman difference frequency gives a sinusoidal signal of II 
vs. $. as shown in Fig. 3. We extract the coherence IpL; ttj by fitting a sine wave to  the 
data of Fig. 3. The density matrix elements needed to calculate the fidelity are given in 
Table 1 for t uo and four ions. For t w  ions we find F = 0.53 i 0.01, while for four ions 
F = 0.57 i 0.02, demonstrating entanglement in both cases '. It is important to  note that 
the data used to calculate F are not post-selected. Since the evolution is deterministic, our 
method produces an entangled state in each shot of the experiment. 
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re 3. Measurements of the parity II as a function of RF synthesizer phase d, for t \u3 and four ions’ The 
show clear sinusoidal dependence as in Eq. (4), allowing us to extract the far-off-diagonal 
..ttl. 

Violation of a Bell Inequality 

C1ssical physics obeys the principle of local realism, which states that  objects have definite 
Properties whether or not they are measured and that measurements of an object’s prop- 

by Einstein. are not affected by events taking place sufficiently far away. As shown 
PodolskY, and Rosen 18. quantum mechanics is incomplete if we assume local 

uant it at ive Proved that quantum mechanics is actually inconsistent with local realism- Q 
roposed by conditions for falsifying local realism by- experimental measurements were first p ,~ ‘ In 

l9 and were developed further by Clauser. Horne. Shimony, and Halt (CHSH) 
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coritradictiiig the bound G(a., , & l ~ , c L ~  7 2 )  5 2 required by local realism. 
repeated the experiment aVtot = 21: 0i)O times for each of the four sets of phases given 

liolds for any values L X , . ( T ~  (resp. J ' ~ : ? ~ )  of (resp. a,) under the assumption of local 
realism. 

In our experiment '. we apply the entangling operation of Eq. (2)  to t. \W ions to prepare 
our initial state. Then we perforiii a carrier rotation as in Eq. (1) w-ith 6' = z/'2 and 
phases 01, 02  relative to  the entangling pulse phases. Finally, we detject the nuInl>er of 
bright ions. The calibration of q!q and 0 2  against the trap streiigth and the RF synthesizer 
phase were performed using assumptions from classical physics only 3 .  We can therefore 
identify Q1, & with the classical control parailieters @l, a?, so the experiment is of the type 
proposed by Bell and CHSK. Quantum nieclianics predicts that. for an ideal realization of 
our experiment,: B(  CY^. 61. &. ?L1) attains a niasimiim value of 2 v'2 for 

- 

(-yl. .yTz) T v i t h  zero (one, t TLC) ions bright. Tie eztracr the correlacioii function using 



Figure 4. Hiscograms offliiorescence signals for the four sets of phases given in Eq. (6) .  The vertical arrows 
break up the data into cases of zero. one. or t w ions bright with 98% accuracy. 

q( C Y I .  3 2  ) q( cu1. -2 ) y (fL,,J2 1 4 ( dl1-E) q a l .  61.32.22)  1 
0.541 0.5 :3 9 0.569 -0.573 2.22‘ 
0.575 0.570 0.530 - 0 . m )  2.275 
0.5 5 1 0.634 0.590 -0.487 2.26‘ 
0.9 75 0.561 0.5 5 9 -0.551 -__ 3 946 
0.541 0.596 0.537 -0.571 2.245 

Table 2. The correlation values and resulting Eell’s signals h r  five runs of the experiment. The  phase 
angles i w 1 . 6 1 .  ,3::,7.? are given by Eq. ( 6 ) .  The statistical errors are 0.006 and 0.012 for the values of q and 
B respectively. 

deduced a violation frum an incomplete set of measurements. Furthermore. our da ta  uses 
the outcome of every shot of the experiment. so the violation is obtained without the use 
of the fair-sampling hypothesis. In principle. sampling or post-selection of the data allows 
violation of Ey. (5) even by local hidden-variable theories, the so-called “detector loophole” 

. Our experiment closes the detector loophole for the first time. However. the “locality 
loophole” “3 remains open for our data; since the detection events on the t no ions occur 
within each other‘s lightcones. in principle the detections could influence each other, leading 
to spurious correlations. 
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em-ironment equally stroiigly 26.2’, Encodirig ciu:intulli information into a decolierence-free 
subspace (DFsj ?8.?Y.;O n.1iose states are invariant under coupling t,o the environment alloTTs 
information st.orage eren in the presence of this t >-peof decoherence. We have denionstrated 
ihe inimunitS- of a DFS of t \TU at,oms to  eiir-iroiinient-induced ciepliasins and iniplernent,ed 
a t,echnique for encoding an arbitrary physical qubit state into tlie DFS. 

The type of &coherence considered here is colleclive dephasing. in which each subit 
undergoes the transformation ~L) t iJ,); IT) - ciiiT) for < an unknown phase that is the 
same from qubit to qubit. One can construct, a DFS of t.va qubits that. protects against 
collective dephasing froin the basis states $i), !J?;,. Any superposition of diese states is 
clearly invariant, under collective dephasing, and since there are t \TU stat,es. we can encode 
one “logical quhit“ in this suhspace of the t, XKI “physical qubits”. To demonstrate our 
encoding technique, we first prepare a state of form 

I.j,)(u];,) f bi?)) la]2 + Ih/? = 1 a,  b coniples (9) 

wliere one of t he  t tx) physical clubits initially contains the quaiit-uni information. In gen- 
eral: we can prepare this state by drii-ing the carrier transition of Ey. (1) on both ions 
simultaneously. once with B = 3 ,  and again with H = ,8 and @I shifted by T .  5.1- set $2 = Q 

for both pulses. The final state has a = cos 2,3> b = eia sin2,d. 
We encode the stat,e of Eq. (9)  into the DFS in t w  steps. First we apply t,he in-cerse 

of tlie entangling gate, yielding u(IJJ,) - i / t?l )  A b(/JT)  - i l T J ) ) .  Then we drive the carrier 
xvith B = ~i4.41 = .rr/2,& = 0 to ohtain Izi~clF~)  = a,(l.lT) + i1,F.L)) + b(/JT) - il?J\). The 
inforniation stored in the physical ciubit of ion 2 is  om encoded in tlie logical qubit of 
the DFS. In the experiment we take laj = lbj, though our method permits preparation and 
encoding of any state of the more general form. 

To read out the encoded information. we reverse the carrier pulse in the encoding and 
apply the entangling gate to decode / Q D ~ ~ )  iino l~,)(alJ,), + b1-t.)). After decoding, we rotate 
ion 2 as in preparing tlie state of Eq. (9) but \Tit11 the phase on ion 2 changed to a’. We 
then measure the probability Pz of finding both ions in 1-1). E‘? Taries sinusoidally with 
a ~ a’ , a id  t h e  niagnit,ude of oscillation is equal to  the coherence, C .  of ion 2. Since we 
set 1uI = /hi = l / v 5 .  ideally C = 1. Departures from C = 1 measure the effects of h0t.h 
decoherence and imperfect logic. LVe verified that  C is independent of a> thus showing that 
our encoding method works even if v-e have no information about the phase of tile input 
state. 

To stud?- t.he effects of decolierence 011 tlie DFS-encoded state, we engineered a collective 
dephasing environment using an off-resonant laser beam n-ith a raridoinly varying intensity. 
The beam induces shifts of vg that are coniiiion t o  both ions through the =\C: Stark effect. 
I he DFS state should resist the depliasing effect of this em-ironment. The coherence of ion 
2 in tlie test state I+’>(;+‘ E‘”i; ); \ /  2. lion-ewr. shov.ld he sensitive to collective dephasing. 
T T P  rneasiire the decay of tlie test stale by simply turning off :lie encoding and decodiug 
sequences in the procedure used t o  measure :he decaj- ofthe D F S - “ x e d  state.  S1-e applied 
t h e  noise besm t o  :he t e s  sIale arid encoded state during a delay rime of about 25 ps.  as 
shon-ii in Fig. 5. The coherence n-ithout applied rioise is about 0.69 for the  test state and 
about 0.23 for t h e  encoded s a t e :  they depart from 1 because of imperfect logic gates and 
detection. Fw vchitr-noise intensir:- fluctuations of the Stark-sliiftiiig beam. 7t-e expect c‘ t.o 
decay exponentially for rlie test stat?. as shon-n 13:- the fir line. IT-(? alsc, fit tlit  coherent? of 

- 
- 
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Figure 3 .  Decay of DFS-encoded state (circles) and test state (crosses) under engineered dephasing noise. 
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Figure 6 .  D r i n y  \>f UPS-encoded jtar,e (circles) and twst si ate jcrussrs) under ambient der-uherence. \Ye vary 
the  delay time between encoding and decoding to give the ambienc noise a variable time t,o act .  Coherence 
data are normaiized The fit  lines are exponential decay cur7:es for 
purposes o f  comparison and are not theoretical prediczions. 

their \-aluez ft>r zero delay tirne. 
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Figure 7. Schematic of Lhe proposed “quailium CCD” architecture for a large-scalr ion-trap quantum coni- 
putrr .  The “logic ions”. which encode rile quantum informativn. are held in a storage reSion. To perform a 
logic operation, we sliut~t~le the rele\-ant logic ions into rhe “ x c u n i u l n w r ”  region. u.here they interacr \vith 
lasers. Auxiliary .‘cooling ions“ are prui-ided for s>-mpat tier,ic cooiing of the  logic ioiis. n-hich will dlniost 
certainly hest lip during transfer to the accumulator. 

time between encoding and deiodilig 70 giw the ambieut noise time to  act. The decoherence 
of the test, state is doniinat,ed by nnibieiit, fluctuaring Inagrletic fields whose frequencies lie 
priniari1.v at 60 Hz and its harnioriics. These helcls rznclomlp shift through t h e  Zeeman 
effect. Since these firlcls are roug!?i?- uniform acrcss t,he ion st-riiig. t h y  induce collective 
dephasing similar to  that created 112- t!x engineered t~n;~ironillent. W e  einpiricaliy find tile 
decay of both t,est and encoded stat,es :o be roiighly exponential. as indicat,ed by t,lle fit 
lines. The d e c q  ra?,e e f  the t,est ~ r i i r e  is 7.9(1.5) j.’ ps- ’% xliile r l x  decay rate of t h e  
DFS stat,e is 2.2(0.3)  x ,us-’. The long lifetime of the DFS stat,e s h o ~ ~ s  that co1lectii.e 
dephasing from magrietic field noise is thr a:ajcx aiTlbie1lt saurce of decmherence for t h e  
test state. The loss of coherence of Tile encoded s a t p  is consistem n-irh degradaEion of tllc 
decoding pulses due to hea:ins of t h ~  ion 11 ion21 F t x e  o~-e r  t h e  delay tiiiie l’. 

5 Conclusion and L?u:!ook 
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